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                                                       REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

                                

                                              GARISSA COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

                                    

                                                         THE HANSARD 

                               

                                             Wednesday, 18th July, 2018 

                       

                                  The House met at the County Assembly Chamber, 

                           

                                               Assembly Buildings, at 2.30 p.m. 

          

                                   [The deputy Speaker (Hon. mohamed Abass) in the Chair] 

                                                 

                                                                    PRAYER. 

                                                               

Statements 

Hon. Fatuma sanweyne: thank you Mr. speaker I have a response on a statement sought by hon 

Maryan from the department of culture, Mr. speaker there is one child rescue center in the entire 

north eastern Kenya and its located in Garissa township. This centers serves the most vulnerable 

and those in difficult circumstances in the county and in the entire region, children related issues 

have not been devolve and as the department of social services we normally provide support 

mechanism to the center which is located next to Garissa culture center. 

The center cutters for this children who flee away from home due to early marriages neglected 

by their parents. The population of the center currently has 16 children, 11 girls three out of this 

girls came to the center as a result of early marriage and five boys. the youngest is two days old 

rescue programs offered at the rescue center, Mr. speaker provision of basic needs the children 

are being provided with food, cloth and shelter. 

Psychosocial support  
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The center provides psychosocial support to the children since some of the children are being 

brought to the center when they are already mentally tortured or traumatized. 

Mr. speaker on education the center currently has ECD classes constructed by the county 

government which is meant for the children to acquire early education in the center then they are 

taken to the nearby schools. 

 

On health Mr. speaker the county government through the county referral provide free medical 

services for the children who are in the center. Recreation facilities the center has recreational 

facilities which is for the children in order for them to enjoy and feel comfortable in the center. 

Mr. speaker kind of support the department has given to the center the department has given 

several support to the center since the inception of the county government and this includes 

servicing of the vehicles made for the center so that the center service may not be hampered due 

to lack of mobility. Personal the department have employ two staff at the center one baby care 

taker and a watchman. 

 

Support in kind the department donates food and none food items to the center in order to 

support the children. Mr. speaker we were ask on what the department is doing in terms of 

strengthening communities and children protection. The department has in place child protection 

unit which is meant for the children who are conflict with the law so that they will not be kept on 

the same place with the others who will take advantage of their age and abuse them. 

The following are the programs in place. 

 Identification and catering for children with special needs  

 Awareness creation to sensitize the community on children living with disability and the 

rights of children  

 Employing of two more baby care takers 

 Donation  

 Drafting bill on children 

 Renovation of the children play park  
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In conclusion Mr. speaker the rescue center at Garissa township is at the moment sufficient to 

cater for the needs of children and we therefore propose that all stakeholders to focus on this 

center. This are some of the recommendations by the department. 

The department is proposing the following. 

 The county to revoke the licensee of any business who is in premises children are being 

abused e.g. around winza area. 

 The county to come with county Askaris in order to protect the rights of children 

 Construction of dugsi in the center and employ teachers for the dugsi. 

 Construction of wash rooms and toilets for the center and construction of basketball 

pitch and football field thank you. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: thank you for sharing for this information we may ventilate so that we 

may approve the adoption of this report because it is an information that has been sheared by the 

department so it is this House to fill satisfactory with the information that has been sheared by 

the department I think the parson who sorted this statement was honorable Maryan so before I 

ask the mover of this statement maybe I can ask Honorable Gedi whose hand was raised to 

contribute  

Hon. Gedi: Thank you Mr. speaker I applaud the institution for bringing a very comprehensive 

response Mr. speaker the rescue center is facing a lot of challenges because it doesn’t have donor 

funding Mr. speaker as you see those challenges there is various explicit and one of the problem 

we are having is lack of support in that center in fact this is where those children who are abused 

seek refuge to seek for protection Mr. speaker I think it is the high time for the County 

Government to give some money or allocations so that it caters for those children who are 

neglected Mr. speaker I also want to thank the member who has brought this to the limelight so 

that we know the plight of our children in the rescue center so Mr. speaker am also urging the 

members because Mr. speaker this is a response and it is not a report it is just according to my 

understanding it is just the chair to read the response and share the information with the House so 

I thing am also urging the members to support this institution let us allocate some funds and give 

our impute this report  sorry response thank you  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: I want to give member for Ijara and the to the member for Galbet in that 

order and then member for Bura  
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Hon. Irshad: Thank you very much honorable speaker for giving me this opportunity I am 

shocked am surprised I am pleased in that at this age I did not know there is something call 

Rescue Center in Garissa County am learning it for the first time from Honorable member 

Fatuma and I must say thank you honorable Maryan for bringing this statement up it was timely 

because some of us will not have known about this rescue center which is doing a very good 

noble job we would not have known and am sure most of the members do not know this center 

where it is located am told it is located behind NEP Girls Secondary School so having said that 

honorable speaker this is very important center that support children of deferent ages even we are 

told one of them who is at the center is 2 days old taking care of a child without a mother and a 

father and who is two days old is not an easy task  honestly we have been parent and we know 

what it means to bring up a child who is 2ays old is not an easy task therefore I urge the county 

government and the department is it gender to give this center the support it deserve in kind and 

in everything and in material despite the fact that it is not devolved institution it deserves our 

attention and it deserve the support this department can be given so I urge the county 

Government and specifically the department concern to give this center the much needed support 

like Dugsi   is very good because if a child is not brought up spiritually surely that child when he 

grows up he will get lost therefore construction of Dugsis wash rooms and toilets from the 

sanitation and public Health point of view and also play ground for basketball and bitch ball they 

are asking for very Mainer basic needs and I would urge the honorable member for Galbet where 

this center Is located have an Eagle eye on this center so that he can be updating us on this very 

important center on and off thank you very much  

Hon. Abdirizak Ismail: Thank you Mr. speaker I want to recommend the able chair of this 

committee honorable Fatuma and Mr. speaker I just want to join my colleagues honorable Gedi 

and honorable Irshad and the chair budget probably will speak after me    

 

18TH July 2018 afternoon HB take C  

Hon Abdirizak (Galbet ward): I am not a member of that committee but on their behalf I am 

asking you to really looking to this issue, Mr. speaker I also want to ask the chair to immediately 

picked up this issue and that is on their recommendation on forth item contraction of wash rooms 
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and toilet for the center. If that center doesn’t have wash rooms and toilet, then Mr. speaker that 

itself is a hazard because this are kids and next time would have health committee giving us a 

report on health status again on that area so this are issues will really need to pick it up as an 

institution. Finally, I just want to remind this house and the committee that we have children 

center by the name Mama Hani that was a brain child that was a mother late Mama Hani and 

everybody knows in this house that mother passed away. 

The condition of those kids Mr. speaker I worse very few individuals understands the situation of 

that area, there is one team I really want to commend in this house the work they are doing is 

Garissa Muslim youth association from time to time   they do contributions among themselves 

and within the Muslim community in this county and they are the ones who support mostly that 

center. I know it is under the school Garissa primary but I want the committee with their own 

time and convenient to visit that institution and recommend to the county government if they can 

fully take over that institution because we have and I don’t know why honorable Gedi is not 

talking about Mama Hani because 90% of those kids are disable and you know very well.  

Hon Gedi: Thank you honorable member for Galbet for your information we have visited as a 

committee that institution and we are even prepared to report for that matter we are visited with 

honorable Hussein Borle who is also a very senior member in the disability In this county and we 

have visited with other stakeholders we have even documented and in fact I think the chair will 

be able to share the report sooner with this house thank you. 

Hon Abdirizak (Galbet ward): Thank you Mr. speaker that is very important information and I 

do appreciate it is really necessary and then for on our part Mr. speaker and honorable Gedi once 

that report is tabled in this house rest are shown that you will have our support and probably part 

of your recommendation of that center and the school but if possible if the county government 

can take over or if there is any charity organization or any Muslim organization for that matter 

that can fully take over we would also recommend but if you are gone ahead. You have prepared 

report and rest a showed as a house we would be able to support you thank you very much for 

that good work and thank you very much honorable chair. 

Hon Abdullahi(Bura); Thank you Mr. speaker sir I support the reporting in front of us although 

I see to be very shallow really I expected this report to exactly given us a number of teachers 
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how they have on their network the rescue process on the sub county levels. The social service 

that they give professionally   people who are Gazetted to be professional counsellor, 

psychologist I also really wanted to understand as a protection rescue center beside the one we 

have mentioned here and which category is Mama Hani the other center we have specifically are 

also still this is the government of the day the Kenya government has got responsibility to 

oversee and I think they even give license for this organizations to operate so I really wanted this 

report also to have that detail information. , Mr. speaker I am very happy I don’t know this center 

is not an attention it does not raise any attention to the leadership of this county or even country . 

honestly I don’t see any member of parliament talking about this rescue center, I don’t hear 

about the county government leadership talking about this center and I am very happy I 

congratulate the person who has raised this statement and it is very paramount to all of us for it 

to create attention it is very paramount and I advise that members of this assembly we visit that 

center with the media so that we talk about it so that it raise the attention of the county 

government. What am asking is; after the rescue Centre what process is the management of this 

institution taking to take back these children back to their family. Things like early marriage you 

just need to give consoling and you take back to their family so that they go back instead of 

keeping there for so long. What I was also asking about is; what are they doing about schooling 

education level? Are going nearby schools? So I feel however we want to adopt and approve this 

report, I feel we need to take back this report and make it immense so that it has a lot of strength, 

so when we are passing it has very strong recommendations to the county government so that it 

can helped this rescue Centre to become center for excellence. We also need to understand, there 

must be a board about child protection and those things. I don’t know what about the probation 

centre is related to this centre and this department. There are many cases on child rights which 

are in court, this centre is supposed to tell us how far are they taking these children who they 

have rescued? Are there cases in court? Have they won any case? Who are this lawyers who are 

standing for these children?  Mr. Speaker, it is very touching the report in front of us, we are 

aware there are children left in the hospitals after ladies delivers and they get children out of 

wedlock. They just leave in this hospitals and these children’s falls in the hands of people 

sometimes who are not in same faith. May be a child of a Muslim mother or father falls into the 

hands of a maybe a Christian man. We need to look all into this and get very conclusive report 
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and investigation must be done, so that we understand. Like now two days old, how do you keep 

in the centre and who is keeping it this child? And how far are they going through? The issue 

about the Identity of this children how is it? We also need to understand in this report so that as 

legislators we are aware how we are dealing with these children; there birth certificates are 

something we need to understand. How Are they getting their birth certificate? and Kenyan 

government is making mandatory for any child to go to school must have a birth certificate. So 

Mr. Speaker, the county government has allocated money for an orphanage centre in Dogob, are 

we calling that as a rescue center? Is it an orphanage centre only? There are many Islamic 

institution or donors who have been funding our orphanage centers. I this department was 

supposed to do an extra mile, so that we get more information on this. So I want to congratulate 

hon. Fatuma this department I can see without hon Fatuma Abdi Sanweine, she is doing her best. 

(applause) 

Am aware that in the budget we have passed members agreed 180million we have given to that 

department, we scrubbed at one time to be taken to other department. So that much am aware she 

was very much annoyed but the powers were not in her hand. So Mr. Speaker, am sure although 

we have passed assembly budget estimate but supplementary will always come, so I think a 

report that will compel the county government to do certain action is very much necessary. Mr. 

Speaker, I was seeing this recommendation and I could not understand this statement, the clerk 

who had also taking this report. The point no. 1 the county to revoke the license of any business 

who’s in it premises children are being abused e.g. at around WINZER area, to be also very 

specific what are happening in WINZER, so that we isolate that case and mention very clear 

what had happened. So that we are sure off when we are passing this report. Mr. Speaker, the 

county to come up with county Askaris in order to protect the rights of the children. I know the 

county government has enforcement officers but the county government of Garissa do not have 

policies for this Askaris to arrest. I think this department of lands and urban planning to come up 

with policies to county Askaris or enforcement officer the power to arrest like any counties. I 

know some counties who have this powers, so it is also very paramount for us also for other 

members of that committees like committee for lands if they around they can also pickup this, it 

can be a statement. Mr. Speaker, what I was coming about is the national government, we this is 
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not devolved; in any rescue issue the police officer are there to give services and I don’t think 

why they are mentioned in the county Askaris to give rescues centers. You just need to report to 

the police and police will going to take actions. So thank you Mr. Speaker, am not in an ill faith 

about report; report is very good but I thought It could have very heavy intense and conducive 

one for all of us. Thank you 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: ok honourable members. I Want to give to honourable member for 

Hulugho then hon. Fatuma and then hon. Borle 

Hon. Adow: thank you Mr. Speaker, in the name of Allah the compassionate the merciful. Mr. 

Speaker, mine is very few first I want to make clarification that this is not a report is just a response on 

statement sort by Hon. Marian and given the response members are at liberty to generate a statement and 

motions that can guide the recommendations that were brought forward by the department Mr. Speaker. 

On the issue sort clarification by the Hon. Member for Bura about the winza area there are certain private 

lodge which is a business premises and where underage girls are being hidden and they are used in the 

other way so that is the license that the department is talking about for it to be revoked there are so many 

around for lodges where even they don’t asked the identity children who are in school uniform are being 

taken to that place and it belongs to non locals I think, so that is what is the department wanted the county 

government to do, so that one will at least make us to generate a statements motions urging how county 

government would regulate business premises that are carried out within our county, Mr. Speaker I also 

wanted to suggest members in the recruitment of ECD which will happen in due course we need to 

suggest and take care that place ECD centre and employ both a Muslim dugsi teacher and also the formal 

education teacher. That is when a response comes it will us to generate motions and statements that urges 

the county government how to manage or make policies concerning the report that are there, so I think it’s 

very worrying some children’s are suffering outside. This rescue centre is the only in northeastern the 

previous northern Kenya which is now comprising about three counties so the population is just only 16 

children’s weed also to come up to sensitize people so that the centre can offer better care and it creates 

attentions of the people, the leadership must use this avenues to correct children, I do wonder it is not 

only for those who are running early marriages those also who became drug addict although in the next 

one week there will be a very serious motions concerning about the drugs issue and am urging the 

members before even I want to pre empty and am bring a motion concerning on a mirra so I know it 

invoke stake holders participations here, I need to consult some stake holders  like the senior member for 

Ijara must ascend to that so Mr. Speaker…. 
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Hon. Irshad. Hon. Member Hon. Speaker with due respect the drug like mirra and so forth why is he 

mentioning my name at this stage in time before even he has brought the motion. 

The deputy Speaker: Member for Ijara you are out of order first I did not given you a permission to 

stand on a point of order before you even lament your issue and you need to stand up and withdraw and 

actually apologize stood up without even getting that permission. 

Hon. Irshad. Thank you very much Hon. Speaker I apologize to the Hon. Chair but then… 

The deputy speaker: Sit down hold on until we give you permission yes member for Hullugho please go 

ahead. 

Hon. Adow Omar. I have withdrawn 

The deputy Speaker: Member for Ijara I did not give you permission please sit down. Member for that is 

inflammatory statement its impunity of the highest order to call a member to drug him into things that he 

doesn’t like and we urge you to withdraw that statement with immediate effect.  

Hon. Adow Omar: Thank you Mr. Speaker I have been a stakeholder previously I have just stopped it 

for the last five years ago I doesn’t affect psychologically  it’s something that am used to, So mr speaker 

having said that I want this rescue… 

The deputy speaker: Thank you so much for that reminder it was an oversight you have to withdraw and 

apologize to the member and if you want to give examples of such kind of situations Hon. Member you 

can even yourself as an example as a legend may be if you think so. 

Hon. Adow Omar. Thank you Mr. Speaker. I have said I have apologized and withdrawn and I just said 

a stake holder, a stakeholder can mean a lot in English, Mr. Speaker having said that we also want this 

rescue…. 

Hon. Irshad: Mr. Speaker he hasn’t apologizing at all Mr. Speaker I need your protection here. 

The deputy Speaker: member for Ijara sit down, I will give you a protection.  

Hon. Irshad. You asked the member to apologize and withdraw and yet he is continuing with the same 

statements he is not apologetic at all. 

The deputy Speaker: Member for Ijara am here for you and am protecting you and asked the member… 

yes Hon. Member for Bura what is your point of order. 
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Hon. Abdullahi Omar. My point of order is Hon. Member for Ijara has the behavior of always 

interrupting and speaking in this assembly with getting go ahead from the Speaker  so Mr. Speaker he 

should take this house as a serious one and next we are not going allow this. We now he is a stake holder 

in…. 

The deputy Speaker: No member for Bura you have to. That statement called stakeholder I don’t want 

to hear it from anybody please Hon. Members, Hon. Member for Bura you just lamented what has been 

apologized by the member for Hullugho you need to stand up apologize and withdraw that statement 

immediately. 

Hon. Abdullahi Omar. Mr. Speaker it is necessitating in this discussions the member for Ijara but this 

since through your power I will withdraw thank you.  

The deputy speaker: The Hon. Member for Ijara I urge you and even warn you again that next time you 

should not anyway interrupt or stand up due respect without being given permission by the Hon. Speaker.  

Go ahead honorable member for Hulugho  

Hon Adow: So Mr. Speaker I was saying this Centre must also provide a care for those people who are 

being abused by or became drug addict, sometimes certain parents chase their children when they see they 

are smoking or they are chewing Mirra. So the center should also provide such kind of care. and now it’s 

we the legislative arm of this County Government of Garissa to come up with policies and regulations 

that you know will improve the service provision and care for this children, because Mr. Speaker if you 

see a young child as young as two days old we know the kind of care he needs. So Mr. Speaker such kind 

of places must be given enough environmental issues that you know bring up human life with dignity, 

with respect. As also mention by honorable Kabe who said where are they going after this centers? Are 

they people who has documents? Are they are people who are mentored? Whom their life has been 

shaped into better future? So these things necessitate it’s just a response even does not require approval of 

the house. It requires us to go up, bring statements or motions that would urge the county government the 

next cause of action Mr. Speaker. And having said that I think the department has heard us with utmost 

sincerity the kind of situation that are there in the rescue centers. Like the one mention by honorable Kabe 

and honorable Gedi about the Mama honey center, he visited although I was not present that day, but of 

the committee visited with even the media I think there is a lot to come up so we need to enlighten 

ourselves. You know these centers when honorable member for Ijara said he wasn’t even aware it’s true 

some members doesn’t aware if such kind of facilities exist, but if go and visit Mama honey you will 

wonder the kind of people you will find or the kind of children whom you will find there. Mr. Speaker 
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with those few remarks I urge members to develop more motions and more statement to generate better 

services for these facilities that are there. Thank you  

Hon Deputy Speaker: okay honorable Fatuma   

Hon Fatuma: Thank you Mr. Speaker, for giving this opportunity and congratulation to my able chair for 

bringing a detailed and sincere response to the floor of the house, which answering all the concerns raised 

by the honorable Amran. Mr. Speaker I want to inform the house that this was just a respond not a report 

and I want to bring a light note that rescue center is transition center is not where which can be suit to a 

rehabilitation center for drugs or where a people can stay for a long period. Because children department 

is also partner is a stakeholder to the rescue center. Mr. Speaker it has all the advocacy which has been 

asked……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Hon Borle:  In the ministry of culture and social services as rescue and they got funding from UNCEF to 

rehabilitate the place. But I am surprised that more than ten years after its existence the centers has still 

very low in take. I6 is a small number so the capacity is not fully utilized. So what we wanted to know is 

we know that this center is under the ministry which is in the national government, have a manager 

appointed by the national government and probably the county is just giving some support. And wanted 

what are the challenges which is making the center not to have more in take? What mobilization activities 

is county undertaking to enable have more in take? Because we know that there are so many children 

around maybe which are victims of negligence or drug abuse and so many other causes which are 

loitering around so we want a very comprehensive report while I congratulate the chair and the committee 

for ensuring that there is a response of what goes short on some of the things we are ensuring we wanted 

to know what the challenges what is making this center not operations at its maximized capacity. You 

know may be there is three dormitories and the Centre is very big and may be they can have up to 50 

people at a time so 16 is very low we want them to ensure that at least there is mobilization activity to 

make sure that they take more that those people are there so with those short remarks. May be it has been 

that way for the last 30 years. You know when I’m saying it was built as a vocational Centre. It was built 

in the early 80s that it remains Idol up to 2008 and even during the elino of 1997 some people just took 

over later on the rooves went down it was rehabilitated even now it’s not operational anywhere near 

capacity so in my view we need to find out the challenges and how we can assure that the Centre can be 

operate at optimum level. 

Deputy Speaker: Yes, honorable Fatuma I want us to move to any other agenda. 
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Hon.Fatuma Khalif: May I joined my colleagues for congratulating the chair Mr. Speaker I had a 

concerned Mr. Speaker on the issue given on the recommendation Mr. speaker the issue of licenses Mr. 

speaker. The county to revoked the licenses of any business who’s its premises business is being abused 

and they have stayed are winzer area. This licenses cannot be revoked unless Mr. speaker somebody has 

to be taken to court and has been proved guilty Mr. speaker so we have to take the issue when we are here 

something has happened in winzer for example what we have heard the other day this person must be 

brought to court a proof guilty so that the licenses can revoked Mr. speaker also in the recommendation I 

would like to add the issue about awareness. Awareness is very important as honorable member from 

Ijara has said he has never seen about this center so the issue of awareness is vital because our community 

have negative attitude towards the Centre Mr. Speaker. Than you. 

Deputy Speaker: I also urge the committee for gender to fast truck recommendations and also honorable 

members of this house to take charge to conduct a media coverage on this institution to create demand so 

that at least it really come to the lime light we also urge to come up with rescue exit plan what is the 

strategy after the child is rescued some of this children are so young so we need what is the next plan may 

a caution about the revocation of the licenses. It’s important to revoke licenses for what you have 

evidence so I think as a much as we support the department to go ahead and do the revocation of this 

business of you know in winzer area we also have to recognized the fact the operation and the owners of 

this business are people of Garissa and member for Galbet is also here the moment we start closing this 

business. People from Galbet will start calling their honorable member who is also representing them so 

we have to be diplomatic in this. The department needs to be very careful when they are doing such kind 

of things you know people have rights to conduct business as long as it’s a legal business and I’m very 

sure the business licensed under legal operation so we just need to find out the evidence on the way they 

are doing so that anything that brings no harm to should closed honorable members I support the 

operation and I’m not sure how Dugsi is viable since its transitional risky Centre and Dugsi is long term 

strategy I don’t know how it takes for the rescue for a client or a child to be rescued so we don’t want the 

department to also spend many on things are not going to work. So we have also to make sure that the 

committee for gender need to be very sure on this.im not sure of the age how big they are because the 

department is also coming up with a plat form to construct beaches football beach, basketball beach and 

football field so I don’t know what are the age limit of this children all this thing need to be considered 

department in doing marketing and media coverage and I think that is within our reach and Hon Gedi can 

lead these are the children on that can have a media coverage just visit the centre honorable Gedi you can 
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organize that so that this house can have and visit  to media coverage yes honourable Gedi you want to 

respond on that task? 

Hon. Gedi: thank you Mr. Speaker the committee has got its mandate also we want to reach the members 

of county assembly from that ward some you know they need to take responsibility it fall under Galbet 

ward apart from the committee 

Hon. Speaker: the member for Galbet is really into task 

Hon. Gedi: Exactly. I want also to invite all the children this are our children we need to put our input we 

don’t know if that two old child running away has been rescued from Ijara or has been rescued from Lba 

sigale so Mr. Speaker in this house we go as a house anybody in good will to accompany the committee 

and we give a good coverage thank you Mr. Speaker 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: thank you honourable Gedi for this place to be known we must bring to the 

limelight and these are our children and we need to have heart as the parent yes honorable Chair you want 

to respond 

Hon.Fatuma Sanweyne: Thank you Mr. Speaker I thank the members who contributed to this response 

and this was a response and in a response we only answer the questions asked but as a committee Mr. 

Speaker we have gone round and we have visited the department we have gone round some of the centres 

and we are preparing a report which we table in this house (applause) 

Hon.Deputy Speaker: thank you honourable members let us now move on. Now to the next order of 

business thank you 

Motions and bills 

Hon.Deputy Speaker: yes member for Hulugho you have general statement? Ok go ahead please 

Hon. Adow: in the name of Allah the compassionate the merciful it seems these days for the last two 

weeks or so we were lacking concrete businesses Mr. Speaker so i urge you to direct the department 

ministries or the department ministries in the county county government to provide their quarterly report 

so that we can generate business we are even lacking minutes for the committee sitting Mr. Speaker so 

that delay it costing as a lot businesses so Mr. Speaker so we need a very concrete departmental quarterly 

reports from the departments mentioning the budget they receive how they utilize the establishment of 

their human resource capacity what they are doing how the project they are undertaking i have seen one in 

our department which is too shallow so Mr. Speaker that is my concern you to direct a letter authoritative 
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article to be quoted and that the county government to provide their quarterly report to the assembly so 

that we can see check and balances and how services are provided to our  people  with those concerns Mr. 

Speaker we seek your guidance thank you. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Honourable member for Ijara. 

Hon. Irshad: Mr. Speaker it is by law different sectoral departments is supposed to bring quarterly report 

in this house and it is one year down the line we have not got any report from any department as far as i 

know the health department we did not get any quarterly report and they have many activities what 

challenges they have what they have implemented what budget they have spent this house have the right 

it is by law we need to get these reports in the laws of Kenya we have not been given this i don’t know 

why this should have happened and why should have taken too long so i urge you as the chair and also as 

the Speaker of this honourable house to right to thre different departments of the sectoral committees to 

ask them for those report for the last 10 months thank you very much honourable Speaker. 

Hon. Speaker: Yes honourable Fatuma 

Hon. Fatuma sanweyne: Hon. Speaker I’am standing on standing order 40(1) on a general statement Mr. 

Speaker on Wednesday 25 May, 2018 at 2.30pm I sought a statement on the chair for finance and up to 

today we have not gotten anything from that department and i don’t know what is happening and on the 

response we were reading today this statement was sought two weeks ago and the statement reached the 

department on Friday Mr. Speaker we want to know what is happening or is it that some department are 

not supposed to get statement in this house(Applause) statement was  on 25th May 2018 at 2.30pm and up 

to now no response on that statement thank you. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Member for Bura 

Hon. Abdullahi Omar: Thank you Mr. Speaker sir I stand on a general statement 40(1) where I come 

from Bura ward and Nanigi ward there was a Rift valley fever that was tested and confirmed and so far 

there is a case of a child 12 years  who have died in my ward and explanation and symptoms gives of rift 

valley fever and buried before the test has been done. The committee of agriculture and livestock I 

thought this was there business to give the information and they are not aware of rift valley fever . Mr 

Speaker in my ward the slaughtering has been forbidden but I just wanted to get information from the 

committee that what is the status of that report and what are they doing it and what is the response of 

county government is giving to this incident. Thank you  
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Hon Mohamed Abass ( Deputy Speaker) : Thank you so much and I want to respond to each of this 

statement members have soughted. It’s must each department to submit their quarterly report and we have 

not received any report just like member of Ijara have said is not for the purpose of generating business 

but is a must every member to submit their report on quartile basis. I therefore urged the table office to 

immediately send a letter to the county secretary so this information  to respective department so we have 

departmental report as soon as possible and latest is next week Thursday so that we can ample time for 

committee to sit down and discuss about this report and for business generation  I think every member 

who have seated here representing people and is our business to generate business for our people and we 

supposed to go out there and find the plight of our people and bring them because this house is such 

beautiful not for structure but for the people we presenting and am sure the is no ward seating on comfort 

since there is challenges our people are  facing that is one  we can really capturelise and bring business 

from and other business is oversigting the county government through the report we shall receive and is 

our business to do over sighting for executive. The third item is about finance committee and the is no any 

committee is  more powerful than any other committee and we can sought information from any 

committee at any given time from any given department within the assembly or executive I urged the 

table office to fastruct the report and make sure submitted by next week on Thursday and we must also 

have report from the finance committee as per honorable member Fatuma and the issues of rift valley 

fever in bura ward we are very sorry of death of young child we sympathy with the family  and condole 

with the community and joining our member of  bura mourning of this child death and is unfortunate to 

loose such young child and god case and we have to agree  and for the issues of fever I task the committee 

of livestock to immediately do the intervention because this is emergency so that they can do the 

investigation and what is the issues emanating the bottom  line of this disease . Closure of slaughter house 

I think is the benefit of the community and is good such incident happened is the better for the community 

because you may not know what will cause rather than spreading the disease rapidly and I urged the 

committee of livestock to immediately give us the report and we can give you until Tuesday next week  

because is emergency and death involved and we asked you expedite that information and give this house 

a reference. Yes honorable Adow  

Hon Adow Omar: I wanted to remind you that you promise you will ruling concerning today morning 

session  concerning the closure of the payroll and I don’t know which information you have for us. Thank 

you 

Hon Mohamud Abass ( Deputy Speaker): Thank you honorable member I have that information with 

me and the board of this house is currently in session and discussing about this matter and we shall have a 
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clear information after their meeting and this is part of the agenda they are discussing. As soon we have 

that information will furnish to the entire  hous. Honorable members there no other business the house is 

adjourned till tomorrow at 2:30pm. Thank you    

 


